Abstract

The purpose is to analyze the impact of online travel agencies (OTA) reservations on the probability of making reservations on the hotel website. For this purpose, from January 26 to February 26, 2016, the reservations made at 10 hotels located in Bogota (Colombia) of the GHL Hotel Chain were analyzed through the official website of the hotel and OTA. It was found that 6.8% of reservations are made through the hotel websites, while OTA groups make up 93.2% of the bookings. Booking.com was the OTA where the biggest number of reservations were made, with 55.3%, followed by Expedia.com, with 29.1%. The present research is the first in Latin America to analyze the reservations made through OTA’s and to compare them with those received by the hotel website. Likewise, it analyzes, the percentage and number of reservations by different OTA’s, allowing to gain insight into the interests of the guests at the time of booking.
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Resumen

El objetivo del presente trabajo fue analizar el impacto de las OTA en la probabilidad de realización de reservas en la página web de un hotel. Con este fin, del 26 de enero al 26 de febrero de 2016 se observaron las reservas realizadas en 10 hoteles de la Cadena Hotelera GHL de Bogotá (Colombia) por medio de la página web y OTA. Se encontró que el 6.8% de las reservaciones fueron hechas mediante la página web del hotel, mientras que el 93.2% se hicieron por intermedio de OTA. La OTA que registró el mayor número de reservas fue Booking.com, con el 55.3%, seguida por Expedia.com, con un 29.1%. La presente investigación es la primera en América Latina en llevar a cabo un análisis de las reservas mediante OTA y compararlas.
con la página web de un hotel. También analiza el porcentaje y número de reservaciones por las diferentes OTA.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, hoteliers have noticed that most of their bookings are being made through electronic systems, especially through OTA (Online Travel Agencies) which charge a certain fee for each reservation, thus reducing the hotel’s utility. This circumstance has led to conduct research about the amount of people who make their bookings using an online platform. Toh, DeKay y Raven (2011), in their study of 249 people in 4 hotels in Seattle, WA, USA, proved that 80% of potential guests used the internet while looking for the hotel in which they would stay at. When considering the entire group, 67% of the people made their reservation using either the hotel’s website or an OTA (Toh, DeKay, & Raven, 2011). Furthermore, research has been conducted to analyze the effect that the ranking of a hotel in the OTA has over its reservations, showing that hotels positioned on the top are the first ones that potential guests see and analyze. There is the case when, if the list is too long, guests are going to focus their attention towards the hotels that best fit their budget. Once there is a group of selected hotels, the images next to the descriptive text give the hotel a hedonic touch that affects the decision making process for a reservation; which in turn complements the explanation given by the hotel (in the descriptive text) where the services offered may not appear as very appealing (Pan, Zhang, & Law, 2013). This situation has led to the analysis of the aspects that truly affect the decision-making process of making a hotel reservation or not.

The following investigation analyzes the behavior of the bookings made in 10 hotels of the hotel chain GHL in Bogotá from January 26 to February 26 of 2016; with the conclusion that most of the reservations are made through an OTA and that as the amount of reservations made on this platform increases, so does the amount of reservations made on the hotel’s website. The hospitality sector nowadays needs to adopt innovative means that will catch the customer’s attention and that will improve the competitiveness in a world that is constantly changing. The objective of this article is to analyze the impact that reservations made on an OTA have over the probability of making reservations on the hotel’s website. In order to do this the hypothesis established is based on the idea that when hotel bookings made on OTAs increases, the reservations made on hotel websites also increases. The investigation ends by presenting some suggestions for having a good website that will allow to increase the percentage of reservations made on the hotel’s official site, thus increasing income, and reducing the percentage of the OTA that take part in the hotel’s sales.

2. Literature review

2.1 History and evolution of hotel reservations

In the early 70s, the big hotel chains began to use computerized reservations systems or CRS in order to manage their inventory of vacant rooms (Martínez, Majó, & Casadesús, 2006). Currently, the majority of hotel reservations are made by electronic means that facilitate marketing strategies and sales opportunities (Schegg, Stangl, Fux, & Inversini, 2013). Nowadays, guests are more informed about their destination due to the fact that they search for information online and therefore they create a previous image that will allow them to manage the reservations (Li, Pan, Zhang, & Smith, 2009). New technologies
affect knowledge, attitudes and behavior of tourists due to the level of transparency in prices as well as products that in turn increase the power of travelers, who are more sensitive to prices each day, less loyal to a certain brand, and more sophisticated (Dabas & Manaktola, 2007). Hotel managers have discovered that one way to increase reservations is by improving the management and the use of social networks which provide the hotel with a communication channel with tourists by asking them to register their good experiences online (Gretzel & Yoo, 2008). Several clients, depending on their culture, start to make their reservations with anticipation and they take advantage of online discounts in order to get better fees (Beldona & Kwansa, 2008). Clients are leaving behind the participation of so called travel agencies that are face to face and they prefer an OTA (Grønflaten, 2009).

2.2 Online travel agencies (OTA)

Now, hotels have several sale channels, one of them are the Online Travel Agencies (Kang, Brewer, & Baloglu, 2007). Said agencies facilitate sales by getting the service providers in touch with potential clients (Kracht & Wang, 2010), doing the job that could formerly only be done by travel agencies (Law, Leung, Lo, Leung, & Fong, 2015). Some of this OTA offer their clients packages with special fees for the purchase of accommodation and transport that make the clients fall in love, and therefore they end up preferring to make their purchases through this channel instead of the hotel’s official website (Kim, Bojanic, & Warnick, 2009).

OTA offer their services and receive a fee that reduces the hotel’s utility (Toh, Raven, & DeKay, 2011). Their successful marketing is based on providing the potential guest the lowest fee in the market, which in turn pressures the hotels to maintain fee parity (Gazzoli, Gon Kim, & Palakurthi, 2008), and then a level of concern emerges in the hoteliers for the way in which they should organize the price structure, room inventory, and on how they could maintain brand loyalty of guests (Carvell & Quan, 2008). It is important to clarify that the rank in which a hotel appears in each one of the OTA depends on ratings received by guests that have used the services; on the room availability provided by the hotel; on sales conversion, which refers to the amount of effective sales of a hotel in one period; and finally, on the participation, in special deals to appear in the top positions. The space provided for each hotel in the OTA is intended to be used for images, a presentation of the hotel’s services, prices, and location (Pan et al., 2013).

OTA have evolved in a way that they provide more and better services each day, as much as the internet allows (Buhalıs & Law, 2008). One of the services they provide is showing the reviews made by guests who have used the services, which then affect the fee that can be established for a room (Duverger, 2013). Some hoteliers have taken advantage of technology to improve their brand and market position, however, some others, who are less receptive, are having significant losses because of not knowing how to confront change (Runfola, Rosati, & Guercini, 2013). Beritelli and Scheef (2016) affirm that the hotels that use more online marketing channels are those that are currently receiving the most reservations. The study conducted by Anderson (2009) proves that when hotels start to work with OTA their reservations have increased between 7.5% and 26%. Meanwhile, Thakran and Verma (2013) state that online presence should not be limited to marketing channels, but should also consider Social Media, opinion websites, and the hotel should be highly ranked on the main search engines. In the meantime, Baloglu et al. (2010) emphasize on the importance of “price comparing” websites, which are also used by clients before making their online reservation.


2.3 Hotel price comparison

Among all the price comparison sites, one of the most important ones is Trivago, which compares daily hotel offers of approximately 1.3 million hotels around the world, in 33 languages with 55 local websites (Trivago, 2018). Another price comparison company is Kayak, which processes around 15.000 million requests each year, in 20 languages (Kayak, 2018). Skyscanner is also a relevant price comparison company, it was established in 2003, provides jobs for more than 800 people and has offices in Barcelona, Peking, Budapest, Edinburgh, Glasgow, London, Miami, Shenzhen, Singapore, and Sofia. Skyscanner is part of the Ctrip group and is available in over 30 languages and 70 currencies (Skyscanner, 2018). It is important to point out TripAdvisor as well, which has approximately 390 million visitors each month, 435 million reviews and has over 6,8 million comments on hotels, restaurants, and attractions (TripAdvisor, 2018). Even though Google is not considered under the price comparison category, as a search engine it has the option of comparing hotel prices by typing in the search box: “Hotels in”. Once you type the destination a map of the city appears showing different hotels, therefore allowing the client to filter their search by price, location, value, and hotel category (Google, 2018).

In the meantime, hotels are also taking advantage of technology in order to design their marketing strategies due to the fact that internet improves accessibility, comfort, speed, novelty, global coverage, quality/richness of information, flexibility, and a reduced cost that allows guests to get to know the services from anywhere in the world and on any device (Cañero, Orgaz, & Moral, 2015). Having an appropriate internet presence does not just mean having a website of the hotel or commercializing services through an OTA. The emergence of web 2.0, which includes social networks, travelers’ reviews, and online reputation among other things, makes it necessary for hoteliers to adapt to this new reality (Martínez, Bernal, & Melliñas, 2012). People who use hotels consult the opinions of guests who have already used the services increasingly each day, and those opinions allow them to make decisions. The study conducted by Vermeulen & Seegers (2009) shows that hotels with the lowest brand recognition are the ones that are more analyzed, while the experience of people who register their opinions does not affect as much in the decision-making process of those who are making the reservations.

2.4 Revenue management

Revenue management (RM) is usually defined as the art and science of projecting the demand while simultaneously adjusting the price and the availability of products in order to properly achieve the expected demand (Erdem & Jiang, 2016; Queenan, Ferguson, & Stratman, 2011). The RM started to be used approximately 70 years ago in the aeronautic industry and then began to extend to the entire sector of hospitality (Anderson & Xie, 2010). The first published article about RM concepts was written by Eric Orkin in 1988 and was published by Cornell Quarterly (Orkin, 1988). Nowadays, with the technological support, the RM is integrating with all aspects of hotel commercialization, operation strategies, and goes beyond the management of room inventory. Due to the fact that prices are essentially transparent, hotels have to keep in mind the price elasticity to the client and not just focus on having the same prices as the competition, with the objective of optimizing prices (Cross, Higbie, & Cross, 2009). It is important to have revenue management and OTA participation strategies that are properly defined, as well as a good design of the hotel’s website.
2.5 **Tips for having a good website**

Since the space given to hotels on an OTA is limited to showing their services, they should take advantage of their website because they can offer more content on the information provided so that they can possibly turn a visit into a sale.

Some authors recommend that, in order to improve reservations made directly on the hotel’s official website, it (the website) should include eye catching photographs, provide links to other sites of the main webpage, use sober colors, be organized, and be careful with appearance (Phelan, Christodoulidou, Countryman, & Kistner, 2011). Some others suggest that the best possible fee should be published, thus optimizing the site so that it can be easily found by online clients. Also, they suggest that they should collect guest information so that there can be a more personalized service offered, maintain the best rooms for online sale on the official website, offer discounts and other special deals to clients that register online, provide incentives for a client’s future stay if they make the reservation on the official website, and improve the website by providing the best information (Toh et al., 2011).

The main objective of the hotel’s website should be appearing at the top positions on Google when a client types in the key word. To do so, that key word should be placed on the photographs, on the website’s headings and other places of the website so that Google can index all these pages (Bodenlos, Bogert, Gordon, Hearne, & Anderson, 2010). The hotel can also purchase AdWords so that it improves its ranking on the search results. One should ensure that the hotel appears on the local tourism authorities’ websites.

The hotel’s website should be kept up to date permanently, it should be in several languages, provide complete information about reservations, which includes reservation policies, contact information (phone number, address, email, fax, a space for frequently asked questions, contact through the website and an option of making a direct reservation online). It should also have a booking motor that can allow transactions to be made directly on the hotel’s website, the motor should let frequent clients make reservations allowing them to access a certain code that gives them special fees (Avciikur, Giritlioglu, & Sahin, 2011). Furthermore, it is suggested that there should be information about special services for children, transportation services near the hotel, distance to the airport, general information of the city and nearby tourist attractions, as well as the weather. Additionally, the website’s managers should be aware of the software that allows them to know where the visits came from so that marketing strategies can be refocused. It is very important to show the number of stars the hotel has from the home page, because the guests know what type of accommodation they are looking for and from the home page they can have an idea of whether the hotel fulfills their expectations or not. It is also relevant to highlight the importance of having a map of the website and of having links that lead to it other pages (Rong, Li, & Law, 2009).

As a final recommendation, it would be useful to take advantage of the information registered by guests on the website, so that they can have a more personalized visit and improve their experience during their stay. However, it is important to be careful with the use of confidential information, because the wrong management of personal information could lead to legal problems (O’Connor, 2007).

Information and communication technologies have had an unprecedented impact in the hotel industry, thus revolutionizing the way in which hotel managers deal with
the everyday tasks (Law, 2009). The growing popularity of internet applications has increased the number of people that use technology when searching for information and making online purchases (Lawton & Weaver, 2009). As a result of the huge potential market that exists through electronic and mobile marketing, the majority of touristic service suppliers have established websites and/or smartphone apps in order to distribute and make their products and/or services known to consumers (Law et al., 2015; Liu & Law, 2013). Internet and mobile technologies allow consumers to acquire information, connect directly with touristic service suppliers, and purchase products related to their trips using their electronic devices (Morosan, 2014).

Hoteliers that manage their distribution channels and prices efficiently end up improving the positioning of their brand, make more of their guests loyal, and reduce the risk of losing potential clients among intermediaries (O’Connor & Murphy, 2008).

3. Methodological design, objectives, and hypothesis

For the following study, a general objective and hypothesis are defined in such way that they contrast methodologically with a regression model of a dichotomous dependent variable (logit).

The main objective of this article is to analyze the impact of bookings made on OTA have over the probability of making reservations on the hotel’s website. As a consequence of this, the need to have a good website that maintains the client curious about having opportunities of added value to their reservation is manifested.

In order to do so, we propose the following hypothesis:

H1. When hotel reservations made on OTA increase, so do the reservations made on the hotels’ websites.

To prove this hypothesis, a sample of hotels in Bogotá was taken. Since one of the highest season in Bogotá (Colombia) is during the annual tourism fair, called Vitrina Turística de ANATO (which took place from February 24-26 in 2016), we requested the collaboration of the GHL hotel chain with the investigation, so that they would approve the observation of the behavior of their reservations during one month in all their hotels in Bogotá. Once they were selected, they were organized by location in Bogotá (table 1).

Table 1. Hotels analyzed and their location according to COTELCO classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Hotel of GHL Chain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North zone</td>
<td>Sonesta Hotel Bogotá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile zone</td>
<td>GHL Comfort Hotel Los Héroes and GHL Style Mika Suites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93 street – 100</td>
<td>Hotel GHL 93, GHL Style Hotel El Belvedere and Four Points by Sheraton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>street zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85 street zone</td>
<td>GHL Hotel Biouxury and GHL Hotel Hamilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 street zone</td>
<td>Hotel Capital Bogotá and Sheraton Bogotá Hotel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration.

With the purpose of determining the influence of bookings made on OTA have over reservations made on the hotel’s website, information about the behavior of reservations made on three OTA (table 2) during the same period and for the exact same 10 hotels of the GHL chain was gathered. The search criteria that was considered were the date of the reservation (February 26), the number of people (1 person), and the reason of the trip (business).
Table 2. Description of the OTA that were analyzed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OTA</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Booking.com</td>
<td>Booking.com B.V. is based in Amsterdam, Netherlands, and has 184 offices in over 60 countries all over the world. It is available in 40 languages and offers 1’044,281 active accommodations in 227 countries and territories. It is a subsidiary of the Priceline Group and more than 1’100,000 nights are reserved each day through this OTA. Since 1996, it guarantees the best prices for all kind of accommodations, from bed and breakfast to exclusive apartments and luxurious 5 stars suites (Booking.com, 2017).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Despegar.com</td>
<td>Despegar.com was created in 1999 by a student from Duke’s University in the United States as a result of an academic assignment. Months later, the management team was created by Roberto Souviron, with the assistance of Ernesto Cadeiras, Martín Ratellino, Federico Fuch, and Christian Vitale. In December of the same year Despegar.com was launched in Argentina, and a couple of months later it began its expansion through the region. The first office was based in Buenos Aires, and during a year and a half they opened agencies in nine countries; Mexico, Argentina, Brazil, United States, Colombia, Venezuela, Chile, Uruguay and Peru (Fernández-Pérez, 2015).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expedia.com</td>
<td>In 1996, a small division of Microsoft launched the online travel reservation website, Expedia, offering consumers a new way of searching and making reservations for trips (Expedia, 2017). Expedia has a directory of more than 120,000 hotels all over the world, it has 4’000,000 rooms, and offers discount fees in more than 500 airlines.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration.

Table 3. Variables analyzed for each hotel and day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regarding the hotel’s website</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservations</td>
<td>Number of reservations made</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nights</td>
<td>Number of nights reserved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Value of the reservations (Colombian pesos)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regarding OTA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position/Rank</td>
<td>Position/rank of the hotel in the OTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Score of the hotel in the OTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservations</td>
<td>Number of reservations in the OTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nights</td>
<td>Number of nights reserved in the OTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Value of the reservations in the OTA (Colombian pesos)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration.

3.2 Analysis methodology

With the purpose of determining the probability of making a reservation on the hotel’s website based on the number of reservations made on one of the OTA analyzed, the following regression model with a dichotomous dependent variable (binary logistic regression model) was specified as shown in equation (1):

\[
\log \frac{p_i}{1-p_i} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 x_{i1} + \ldots + \beta_k x_{ki}
\]

where \(p\) is the probability that the event studied will occur, which in our case is that a reservation is made through the hotel’s website; and refers to the ODDS-Ratio of the number of reservations made on each of the OTA of the study. The coefficients were estimated using the maximum likelihood method (Agresti, 2002; Hosmer Jr., Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013; Jiménez & Aldás, 2005).

3.1 Variables

Information for these 10 hotels of the GHL chain in Bogotá was gathered daily during the period defined between January 26 and February 26 of 2016. The information gathered referred to the reservations made on the hotel’s website and regarding the ones made through any of the OTA mentioned before (table 3).
The data were analyzed with the specific software of statistical analysis, RStudio (version 0.99.903) (Yau, 2013).

4. Results

Table 4. Number of reservations and value of the reservations on the hotel’s website and on the OTA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform used to make the reservation</th>
<th>Number of reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booking</td>
<td>1,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Despegar</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expedia</td>
<td>584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,984</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration.

The results of the univariate descriptive analysis show that OTA are the ones that make a greater number of reservations, and therefore they are the ones with a larger volume of turnover (table 4). Particularly speaking, for these 10 hotels during the period of the study, it is evident that only 6,8% of the reservations are made through the hotel’s website (which represents 3,1% of the turnover volume), whereas 93,1% of the reservations are attributed to the group of OTA (which represents 96,9% of the turnover volume). On the other hand, it can be said that Booking.com is the OTA in which the greatest number of reservations are made and where the largest volume of turnover is made (55,3% and 59,5%, respectively). In the meantime, Despegar.com is the OTA with the lowest number of reservations and the smallest value of turnover (8,4% and 8,3%, respectively).

Table 5. Mean values of the scores and positions/ranks for each OTA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OTA</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Position/rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booking</td>
<td>8,91</td>
<td>0,1446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Despegar</td>
<td>9,02</td>
<td>0,2768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expedia</td>
<td>8,85</td>
<td>0,2569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration.
Regarding the scores and ranks of these 10 hotels in the different OTA (table 5), it is evident that Despegar.com is the one with the best average score and the best rank, while Expedia.com has the worst average score, and Booking.com has the lowest rank.

Table 6. Results of the logistic regression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>sig</th>
<th>$\text{Exp}(\beta)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-2,146</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of reservations on Booking</td>
<td>0,11</td>
<td>0,006</td>
<td>1,116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of reservations on Despegar</td>
<td>0,387</td>
<td>0,006</td>
<td>1,473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of reservations on Expedia</td>
<td>0,198</td>
<td>0,003</td>
<td>1,22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration.

Considering the results of the Logistic Regression Model (table 6), we can observe that, in every case, when the number of reservations on an OTA increase, the probability of making a reservation through the hotel’s website increases as well.

In this sense, when the number of reservations made on Booking, Despegar, or Expedia increases in one unit, the probability that the hotel will receive a reservation through its website increases in 11,6%, 47,3%, and 22%, respectively.

This information makes it clear that OTA end up leading clients to the hotel’s own website or its chain’s website, and that if security and added value elements are included in the reservation, a lot of the reservations of the OTA can be transferred to the hotel’s very own reservation agent, thus allowing to reduce commissions.

Source: Own elaboration.

5. Conclusions and managerial implications

The results found from the 10 hotels that were analyzed show how, nowadays, OTA are the ones that make the greatest number of reservations and the largest volume of turnover. This is not news even though the evidence of the volume of turnover could be a reason to reflect upon. On the one hand, one could define a complete study of costs to find out up to what point would having a “personal” reservation system be profitable, if there are not going to be any changes made to improve those percentages. This situation itself cannot be seen as positive for the hotels, because they would stop receiving income for the purchases made on the OTA. Therefore, one of the possible options is improving the hotel’s website and taking advantage of the synergies that OTA offer to invite the guest to make the reservation directly. In this analysis, a direct and positive relationship is revealed between the number of reservations made on OTA and the probability of making a reservation through the hotel’s website. The hotel manager should seize the visits of possible clients with a website that solves the process of their reservations in a direct, safe, and trustful way, a website that provides some degree of added value that cannot be offered through the OTA: the personalization of these reservations.

5.1 Theoretical implications

This investigation broadens previous work that has been carried out in the field of OTA and contributes to knowledge in the touristic field.

Our results scientifically prove that, when reservations on an OTA increase, direct sales on the GHL hotel chain’s website increase significantly.

These results are related to previous studies, such as the one carried out by Franke & Hader (2014), who emphasize the importance of offering clients a variety of options, like tools of selection that let them choose the product they wish to buy. In our case, the OTA offer tools such as filter by price, location, and scores, that allow the client to choose the hotel that best suits his/her budget and needs.

Few researches have been conducted in which the behavior of hotel reservations made using OTA is analyzed; this study offers a perspective on the behavior of guests in their process of making an online reservation.

5.2 Managerial implications

Even though it is important to commercialize hotels through OTA, it is also important to improve and have a strong hotel website to motivate the guest to make his/her reservation directly. In order to do so, we present the following recommendations, that have been summarized from the previously cited documents:

- The webpage must be friendly, up to date, designed to be responsive on any device, well positioned on search engines, and it should be, as much as possible, in constant maintenance with SEO (Search Engine Optimization) and SEM (Search Engine Marketing) strategies.

- Reviews made by guests on an OTA and opinion websites should be published.

- Considering the fact that studies have shown that location is the second most important factor in the decision-making process when choosing a hotel (TripAdvisor, 2013), a suggestion would be to include a map that points out touristic landmarks and attractions that are nearby the hotel.

- Accurately show the hotel’s characteristics, if possible, with up to date
photographs with good resolution, videos or 360-degree visits.

- Present all the services that the hotel offers (restaurant, pool, bar, room service, laundry, Wi-Fi, meeting rooms, types of rooms).

- There should be a selection of special deals on the main menu of the website, that encourage the guest to make the reservation directly on the hotel’s website.

- The hotel should establish policies that promote fidelity plans to encourage guests to make direct reservations. These plans should be clear and inform that no points will be accumulated if they make reservations with third party intermediaries. The benefits of being frequent guests could be transport airport-hotel-airport, welcoming cocktail, early check-in and late check-out, the possibility of choosing the room, and the possibility of getting an upgrade. To do so, the website should be able to generate a frequent client code and allow them to use it, so they can have access to the benefits.

- The hotel or hotel chain should count with a good reservation software that is friendly and inspires safety when making a payment.

- There should exist an option that allows the guest to cancel his/her reservation in a simple and easy manner.

- The website should be presented in at least two languages.

- The website should show the icons of Social Media, so that guests can access them. The Social Media should show updated special deals and guest comments with replies emitted by the Community Manager.

- If there are agreements with local tourist-istic attractions, the fees, schedule, and benefits received for being a hotel guest should be clearly stated.

### 5.3 Limitations and suggestions for future research

This study is limited to the hotels in Bogotá that belong to the GHL hotel chain. The results of this study provide hotel managers in Bogotá and Colombia with information that allows them to improve the design of their hotel’s website and the marketing strategies through intermediation of OTA. For future research, it is recommended that the area of study be extended to a greater number of hotels in different cities and countries, and to include the intermediate role of a greater number of OTA.
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